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PREFACE

This final report was prepared by the Boeing Aerospace Company, Seattle,

Washington, under contract F30602-78-C-0325. The work reported covers the

period from October 1978 to October 1979. The report was prepared under the

supervision of W. R. Rumpza with C. J. Dixon as technical leader. Major

technical inputs were provided by Dr. Itsu Arimura, D. W. Egelkrout, and

F. B. McGalliard. The RADC project engineer was Mr. Clyde H. Lane.
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E ALU ATION

Roeing has provided a needed service to the Air Force, DoD and NASA by

putting together a logical program for generating detail specifications for radiation

hardness assured microcircuits. Ideas on how best to accomplish this goal have

been generated by many people in the comrinunity over the years. This report

brings many of those ideas together in a plan of action. Because of the increasing

need for cost effective system hardening, this program should be implemented

essentially as recommended in the report. It is another milestone in the

semiconductor component standardization program.

The appendices of this report contain the recommended modifications to

.,':IL-S-19500, the general specification for discrete semiconductor devices, and

MIL-.-38510, the general specification ior microcircuits. Implementation of the

modifications will result in general specifications which will permit a logical,

orderly treatment of military detail specifications for hardness assured devices.

The next step will be to provide a sufficient number of hardness assured,

military qualified diodes, transistors and microcircuits to allow a designer to work

primarily with standard qualified parts in meeting his system requirements. The

payoff for both system acquisition and maintenance will be substantial. Boeing has

addressed the next step in this report with an estimation of the cost of establishing

a qualified parts list of military standard, hardness assured devices. Because of the

high initial cost and the small, almost exclusively military requirement for such

parts, it is imperative that all the services and NASA make a concerted effort to

establish and use military standard, hardness assured parts. We cannot affort to

IVi



maintain custom parts for custom systems. DNA and the military standardization

program have provided the only satisfactory way to handle the problem. The

excellent effort of the Boeing people has given us a blueprint for generating an

acceptable alternative to the piecemeal, splintered, costly approach now in use,

where each system attempts to satisfy only its own requirements. Hopefully the

pace of the DNA hardness assurance program will be quickened by triservice/NASA

support for detail military specification generation per guidelines in this report and

the JAN component standardization system.

CLYDE H. LANE
Project Engineer

V
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The requirements of many military and commercial systems include performance

during and after exposure to nuclear radiation. The environments vary from

those of nuclear weapon exposure to those associated with reactor control and

space radiation. The cost of microcircuits and discrete semiconductor

devices (parts) for these systems is very high because they are procured to

custom specifications that require the part to perform in a certain way in

the specific environment of each system. 7hese costs can be reduced and

availability can be improved, by developing standard hardness assured parts

that meet the requirements of most government systems. The Defense Nuclear

Agency (DNA) has been working towards this goal for several years, under its

Hardness Assurance Program. Until now, this effort has been directed primar-

ily toward developing standard methods for performing hardness assurance

tests.

The purpose of this contract was to take the next step by developing a

proposed hardness assured device specification plan for DOD/NASA considera-

tion and coordination that explains in detail how to provide for such stand-

ard parts within the framework of the existing military specifications. The

approach presented in the plan is to characterize the radiation response of

existing and proposed mil-spec parts and add testing requirements to the gen-

eral and detail specifications to assure that parts in future lots have equal

or better response.

This final report provides a surmmary of the proposed hardness assured device

specification plan and discusses the major decisions and trades that were

made in developing it. It also includes, as appendices, drafts of changes

proposed to the general specifications and standards for these parts, MIL-M-

38510, MIL-STD-883 and MIL-S-19500, required to implement the plan.

To complete the process of making standard hardness assured parts available,

the detail specifications must be revised to add the specific radiation re-

sponse characteristics and hardness assurance testing requirements for each



part. This report includes the estimated costs and a recommrended schedule

for revising the detailed specifications. This effort is presently not

funded.



2.0 HARDNESS ASSURED DEVICE SPECIFICATION PLAN

2.1 Plan Development

The first draft of the proposed hardness assured device specification plan

was submitted in December, 1978, in accordance with contract requirements.

The second draft, which contained additional technical details, was sent to

government agencies, aerospace contractors, and part manufacturers for com-

ment. Approximately 90 copies of the plan were distributed and 18 replies

were received. Appendix A gives a list of the responders and a summary of

their comments, which were incorporated into the final version of the plan.

The final plan contains less detailed discussion of complicated examples of

specification techniques and stresses description of the efforts required by

the plan.

2.2 Plan Summary

The proposed hardness assured device specification plan defines all the

required actions to be performed by various government agencies and govern-

ment contractors to arrive at the point of having a selection of standard

hardness assured microcircuits and discrete semiconductor devices (parts)

listed on the qualified products lists and available for procurement. The
plan presents a level of detail sufficient to define all the major problem

areas which must be resolved to select, characterize, and prepare specifica-

tions for the parts. The plan outlines the procedures for qualification and

quality conformance testing and defines the estimated cost/schedule for

implementing the program on 100 microcircuits, 50 transistors, and 30 diodes.

The fundamental approach of the plan is to characterize the radiation re-

sponse of existing mil-spec parts and then add requirements to the military

specifications and standards covering those parts to assure that the parts in

future lots have equal or better response. The first step in the plan is to

select the parts for which hardness assured specifications should be pre-

pared. The primary selection cieaisthe level of projected usage on



future hardened systems. The second step in the plan is to characterize the
radiation response of the selected parts. This requires collecting and evalu-
ating existing data on the parts and performing any additional tests that may
be required.

Parameters that define the radiation response will be selected to conclude
che characterization effort. Further details of the Characterization effort

are discussed in section 2.3.1 below.

The selected specifications must be revised to add the radiation response pa-
rameters and the testing requirements to assure those parameters. This is a

two step effort, requiring first a revision of the general specifications,
MIL-M-38510 for microcircuits and MIL-S-19500 for discrete semiconductors,

and the microcircuit qualification and quality conformance inspection require-
ments, MIL-ST0-883, Method 5005. Drafts of these revisions were prepared
under this contract and are included in Appendix B, D, and C respectively.I
The second step is to revise the detail specifications for each part to add

the parameters that characterize the part's radiation response and the
testing requirements to assure those parameters. Further details of the sam-
pling and statistical approaches required for adequate hardness assurance are
provided in section 2.3.2.

The final step in the plan is the qualification and quality conformance in-I

spection of parts to the revised specifications. These inspections will be

designed to be extensions of the present requirements for non-hardness

assured parts. Sample parts will be selected from regular production lots

and subjected to radiation tests, either at the manufacturer's facility or at
an outside radiation test facility. Parts that pass the existing tests and
the hardness assurance tests will be marked with a new part number. Parts
that pass the existing tests but fail the hardness assurance tests will De
marked with the existing military specification number. Further discussion

of the part numbering system is provided in section 2.3.3 below.

4 i



2.3 Major issues

2.3.1 Characterization of Radiation Response

The process of characterizing the parts contains several problem areas which

impact the cost and technical feasibiity of the program. In the detailed dis-

cussion of these points, the plan shows that each one is resolvable. The pro-

liferation of part numbers which is caused by performing hardness assurance

to each program-specific radiation environment may be controlled by using

damage constants and actual performance limits, as described below, so that

the radiation performance assured is not a function of the application.

There are three basic types of radiation response phenomena as shown in Fig-

ure 2.3.1-1. Type 1 is exemplified by primary photo-current and current gain

degradation with neutrons. These parameters are well behaved and may be

represented by simple mathematical models, such as damage constants, over a

wide range of radiation environments. Type 2 is exemplified by MOS threshold

voltage change with total ionizing dose and change of op-amp offset voltage

with neutrons. These parameters may show marked anomalies, may not even be

monatonic, and cannot, in general, be represented by a simple equation except
over a quite limited range of radiation exposure. Type 3 is exemplified by

4 logic functional failure and parameter response exceeding specific values at

measured radiation levels. This category of parameters is described by the

radiation level at which the response takes place. The characteristic may be

described as the number of devices exhibiting the response at a radiation

stress level. Where the response is dependent on some measurable electrical

parameter, it may be possible to separate the variables and obtain an indepen-

dent parameter.

During the characterization effort, the radiation response of all of the

major electrical parameters that define each part will be identified as one

of the three types just described, the appropriate parameter will be defined,

a mean value of the parameter will be calculated, and the statistical distri-

bution of the parameter over the group of parts used for characterization
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will be determined. This information will be used in development of the spec-

ification as described below.

2.3.2 Sample Sizes and Statistics

The complexity of the radiation environment is a serious problem when

attempting to set up lot sampling tests. Assurance levels of 0.1% defective

are needed to assemble a system with up to a thousand parts and still be able

to survive the environment for most systems. Achievement of such assurance

requires prohibitively large sample sizes, hundreds of parts per lot, if tra-

ditionalVlot tolerance percent.defective (LTPD) statistics are used. Two

alternatives are available to overcome this problem. For some parameters,

modifications to the LTPD approach, which is based on inspection by

attributes, must be made to reduce the sample sizes required. For parameters

that are independent and normally distributed, inspection by variables, as

described in MIL-STD-414, can be used to achieve even greater reduction in

sample sizes.

For parameters that require inspection by attributes (i.e., the standard LTPD
inspection), where the failure mechanisms are not lot oriented, maintenance

of lot to lot data that shows that fewer than 5% of the lots have been
rejected will provide assurance that no more than 0.1% of the total parts are

bad.

The variables sampling procedure requires some knowledge of the statistical

behavior and the dependence of the parameter being measured. For example,

MIL-STD-414 requires that the parameter is known to be normally distributed

and independent. In the initial characterization effort, the parameter dis-

tribution should be determined, and qualification should verify that the dis-

tribution is within an acceptable error bound of the measured distribution.

For several important groups of parameters, enough data has been gathered to

identify the appropriate distribution type, and characterization/qualifica-

tion need only verify that the particular case is not unusual.

7



When the lot sample data is taken, its distribution is compared to the charac-
terized distribution as shown in Figure 2.3.2-1 to determine whether the lot
is accepted or rejected. Note that a lot with an average value worse than
the characterized average value may be acceptable if its distribution is suf-
ficiently narrow.

2.3.3 Part Numbering

It was decided early in the program to propose only two classes of hardness
assured parts. For one class, the parts would be hardness assurance tested
for four radiation environments: neutron fluence, ionizing dose rate, total
ionizing dose, and electromagnetic pulse effects. For the other class, only
total dose assurance testing would be performed. In order to maintain a
proper configuration control, the device must be marked uniquely. A symbol
could be added to the existing part number, used to replace an existing sym-
bol, or a new part number could be used. The military microcircuits cur-
rently use all of the allowed 15 symbols, making addition of a symbol imprac-
tical. New part numbers could be used, but this would be undesirable since
the hardness assured devices do not differ electrically from the regular
devices. It was initially suggested that the slash symbol be replaced with
a symbol indicating hardness assurance level, but this violates military
standards for assigning part numbers. The final choice, shown in Figure
2.3.3-1, was to add four new class designators to the present class S and
class B, combining the two quality classes with two radiation hardness assur-
ance classes. Class C parts have not been included because the class is not
much used, and its lower level of control is likely to be inadequate for
hardness assured parts.

For the transistors and diodes, there are no existing part numbers longer
than 14 characters, so the hardness assurance designator can simply be added
after the other quality designating letters as shown in Figure 2.3.3-1. To

maintain consistency with microcircuits, the same letters are used for JANS
discrete semiconductors as for class S microcircuits, and the letters used
for JANTX and JA?4TXV are the same as those used for microcircuit class B. JAN
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devices have not been included because their lower level of control is inade-

quate for hardness assured parts.

l
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3.0 REVISIONS TO MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

The changes required to MIL-M-38510, MIL-S-19500 and MIL-STD-883 to incorpo-

rate the hardness assurance requirements are included as appendices to this

report. The approach to hardness assurance taken by the contract is to treat

radiation as simply another element of the environment, such as temperature

or vibration. Therefore, the major changes to the existing documents are in

the tables that list environmental testing requirements. In each case, a

group of tests for radiation effects was added to the existing tables. The

other changes required are mostly in sentences that refer to the test tables

and in the paragraphs on part numbering and marking.

More specifically, hardness assurance tests for qualification and quality con-

formance inspection of microcircuits were added to MIL-STD-883, Method 5005

as Group E. The sections of MIL-M-38510 that require qualification and qual-

ity conformance inspection in accordance with Method 5005 were changed to

make the appropriate references to the new Group E. For discrete

semiconductors, the qualification and quality conformance inspection require-

ments are included in tables within MIL-S-19500. A new table, identified as

Group D inspection was added to list the hardness assurance requirements. The

* paragraphs referencing the tables were also appropriately revised. No

changes to MIL-STD-750 were required, because it does not have a test method

analogous to Method 5005 of MIL-STD-883. A review of the other existing test

methods in MIL-STD-883 and MIL-STD-750 revealed that they are not affected by

addition of the hardness assurance requirements, so no revisions to them are

required.

It was originally considered necessary to provide a hardness assurance pro-

gram appendix similar to the product assurance program, appendix A of MIL-N-

38510. Because the radiation environments are being treated just like the

other environments there is no need to change this appendix. It is not lim-

ited to any specific environments and is as applicable to the hardness assur-

ance environments as it is to all of the other environments.

12



4.0 IMPLEMENTATION AND SCHEDULE

Implementation of the Hardness Assured Device Specification Plan will require

development of hardness assured specifications for about 100 microcircuits,

50 transistors and 30 diodes. Review of the Boeing Aerospace Company Pre-

f erred Parts List and the parts usage lists of major Boeing programs indi-

cates that such a selection of parts would satisfy 50% to 70% of the parts

usage in a hardened system. To implement this effort, which is estimated to

cost $3.8 million, as shown in Figure 4.0-1, a phased program is recommnended

as shown in Figure 4.0-2.

The first phase is a start-up phase, beginning with the hardness assurance

contractor selecting the part types for whicfr hardness assurance specifica-

tions are required and developing a priority order for specification prepara-

tion. Specifications for the 20 highest priority parts would be prepared

using the existing data and newly generated data, as required, to character-

ize the parts and development specification parameters and values. This ef-

fort has been estimated to require about 9 months and cost $600K.

The second phase would consist of characterizing and specifying the remaining

parts on the list and developing qualified suppliers. This phase would cost

the remaining $3.2 million and last for three years.

The schedule also shows a maintenance phase, Phase III. The cost of this

phase has not been estimated, since it would be a continuing effort. It

would consist of maintenance of the specifications and the

incorporation of hardness assurance requirements into new detail specifica-

tions as they are generated in the future.

Figure 4.0-3 shows an estimate of the cost of testing a lot of parts to all

four radiation environments. The test costs are low compared to present day

costs, because it was assumed that as test methods are standardized and the

business volume of standard parts increases, high speed handling techniques

will be applied at hardness assurance testing facilities to reduce costs.

13



This estimate shows that for a lot of 1000 parts the increase over the non-

hardness assured part is only 20%.
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5.0 COST SAVINGS

Figure 5.0-1 shows the direct cost savings that would be realized on a typi-

cal hardened system. It assumes a program to build 100 systems, each

containing 250 types of microcircuits and discrete semiconductors, 50% of

which are standard and would be available as standard hardness assured parts.

The hardness assurance program would cost $3.75 million if the Hardness

Assured Device Specification Plan had been implemented and $7 million if it

had not. Therefore, the first program to use standard hardness assured parts

saves $3.25 million. A second program would also save $3.25 million, or $6.5

million for the two programs. Since development of the standard hardness

assured parts cost only $3.8 million, the government would be $2.7 million

ahead after only two major programs used standard hardness assured parts. An

additional $3.25 million would be saved by each additional program.

Figure 5.0-1 shows only the direct costs that a program incurs by not having

standard hardness assured parts available. The $7 million is in reality

greatly increased by hidden costs that are very difficult to estimate. Prob-

lems caused by procuring parts from sole sources to custom specifications

have significant impact on program costs and schedules. Redesign efforts

caused by the purchased parts not being as hard as predicted when the design

work was being done also cost money and schedule time. If these and similar

hidden costs could be accurately determined, the cost savings made possible

by having standard hardness assured parts available would be greatly

increased.

For smaller systems the savings is very large if one assumes a full hardness

assurance program ammortized over only 105 parts. The prospect of saving on

the order of 2 to 3 million dollars of hardness assurance costs for a system

supposed to cost a few tens of million all together is somewhat distorted. In

such a case the designers would probably choose to overdesign the part appli-

cation and perform a very limited version of a full hardness assurance pro-

gram. This would reduce the actual dollar savings made possible by using

18



standard hardness assured parts but would substitute improvements in the

confidence of the system's hardness.
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APPENDIX A

COMMENTS ON DRAFT HARDNESS ASSURED DEVICE SPECIFICATION PLAN

The second draft of the Hardness Assured Device Specification Plan was

transmitted to a wide range of contacts in government and industry. About 90

copies were sent out with a request for comments and eighteen replies were

received. The replies ranged from general statements of support to six pages

of detailed comments. Fortunately, the majority of the comments were quite

specific about the concerns of the respondent. Most of the respondents

expressed strong agreement with the basic approach of the plan even if they

took exception to specific points. Since these responses represent a unique

cross section of the aerospace community's thoughts on Mi1-Spec hardness as-

surance, they are briefly recapped as follows:

1. Jerry Wishes Director Q,R&A Teledyne Semiconductor

2. Richard A. Staffiery Director QA Intersil

3. Leonard M. Pauplis GTE Sylvania (ESG)

4. Andy Koutalides QC Engineering Mgr. Raytheon Semiconductor Co.

5. P. C. Boyd Supervisor, Sperry Flight Systems

Components Standards

Engineering

6. J. W. Cecil Supervisor, Device Lockheed Missiles

Engineering and Space Co.

7. J. A. Henderson IBM

8. Dale M. Cole Project Leader General Electric,
Advanced Comp. Engr. Aircraft Equipment

21
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9. J. E. Boyd Supervisor, Westinghouse Electric

Engineering

Parts Engineering

10. Jewel Moody Mgr., NASA NASA MSFC

Standard Parts

11. G. P. Chapman Chief TRE Branch AFWL

12. R. E. Roberts & Litton Guidance &
R. M. Cooper Control Systems

13. G. C. Messenger Litton Systems

14. Eligius A. Wolicki DNA Program Area NRL

Reviewer, Hardness

Assurance Program

and Radiation

Technology Division

15. Harvey Eisen HDL

16. Michael J. Campbell Military/Hi-Rel MOSTEK

Products Department

17. Ben Irwin Manager, Special MMI

Programs

18. Robert C. Radeloff Acting Director, DLA-DESC

Engineering

Standardization
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RESPONDENT COMMENTS

J. Wishes Expressed support for the plan.
Teledyne

R. A. Staffiery Could not determine cost impact. Customers performed

Intersil hardness tests and data is not made available.

L. M. Pauplis Be more specific about who will do the work and how the

Sylvania hardness assurance contractor will be selected.

A. Koutalides Hardness assured device symbols after Jan part numbers

Raytheon appears to offer considerable cost savings. Don't have

cost factors in hand for radiation tests. Need specific

sample sizes.

P. C. Boyd Many systems don't need ionizing dose rate upset assur-

Sperry ance and this should be a new class. Latchup prone

structures should be outlawed. What about security of

data/specs?

J. W. Cecil Characterization data should make data from one user
Lockheed usable to another.

J. A. Henderson Need to demonstrate this idea for a real part. Applica-

IBM tions should be considered. Would greatly improve data

available for medium hard parts and reduce characteriza-

tion costs. Should show mean and standard deviation of

part characteristics.

D. M. Cole Lot should be redefined as a wafer lot. A standard sam-

General Electric pling plan should be used. Stocking lots for small buys

should be considered. More divisions of hardness levels

than H & D may be required.
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RESPONDENT COMMENTS

J. E. Boyd Part manufacturers may have difficulty subcontracting

Westinghouse radiation test. How is range of testing selected? Part

marking approach superior to approach of amendment 2 to

MIL-M-38510. Expand small sample statistical approach.

J. W. Moody Earth orbit presents electron and proton radiation not

NASA dealt with in plan. Include latch up and burn out.

Don't perform hardness related electrical screens after

radiation tests. Specify a LTPD. Perform failure

analysis.

G. P. Chapman Recommend a more complete cost justification. Standard

AFWL hardness assured parts do not eliminate the need for

each program to do its own hardness assurance on some

parts. Newer complex IC's may be hard to test for gen-

eral application. The small size of the market may not

attract much support. A more objective criteria needs

to be found to reduce testing of relatively hard parame-

ters. Mr. Chapman also identified several specific

areas where objective procedures have not been well es-
tablished and problems will be encountered in actually

implementing the system.

R. E. Roberts & D class could be confused with previous ideas for a D

Dr. M. Cooper level of quality. Procedures to select and use statis-

Litton tics require further definition. Test might include

standard deviation as a reject parameter. How will dif-

ferent confidence requirements be dealt with? Radiation

qualified parts may be too expensive to be used.
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RESPONDENT COMMENTS

G. C. Messenger In several instances, the plan goes beyond the minimum,

cost-effective approach. Selection of high usage parts

is a good approach to maximize the benefits. Test data

should be limited to carefully selected critical

parameters. Failure criteria should be defined.

Failure analysis should be limited to pertinent failures.

An LTPD should be used. Mr. Messenger also included an

extensive set of corrections/comments on examples chosen

to illustrate various points.

Eligius A. Wolicki Mr. Wolicki provided a detailed markup copy of the plan

& Art Namenson and some detailed results of an ongoing study of the

NRL variables statistical test methodology.

Harvey Eisen Mr. Eisen provided a detailed markup copy of the plan.

HDL

Michael J. Campbell The data base for standard parts is a good idea. Soft

MOSTEK errors in dynamic memories may be a problem. Mr.

Campbell's comments also include many detailed questions

of procedure.

Ben Irwin MMI is supplying parts to hardened systems and would

MMI support the planned program.

Robert C. Radeloff Mr. Radeloff provided a markup copy of the plan and

DLA-DESC extensive written comments. He stressed the need for

development of procedures and methods for certification,

qualification, and quality conformance.
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In response to the confusion generated by some of the detailed discussions of

specific examples, the final plan was extensively rewritten to clarify the

approach and the discussion of examples was reduced to a more appropriate

level. The final plan clarifies the points of confusion raised by the re-

sponses and is more specifically directed at defining the elements of the

tasks to be performed to have standard hardness assured parts readily avail-

able for use.
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APPENDIX B
CHANGES TO MIL-M-38510

This appendix presents the changes required to MIL-M-38510D, dated 31 August
1977, to incorporate the requirements for standard hardness assured parts.
These changes, if issued as an amendment, would be in addition to the changes
already included in Amendment 1 to MIL-M-38510D, which is dated 21 July 1978.

PAGE 4

3.1.3.r; add the following new paragraph.

"r. Radiation hardness assurance. The portion of product assurance
which assures that parts continue to perform as specified or
degrade in a specified manner when subjected to the specified
radiation environmental stress."

PAGE 5

3.3, table; under "Requirement," after "Class S certification" insert:
"Hardness assurance certification."

3.3, table; under "Paragraph" add "3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.2.3" for Hardness assur-
ance certification.

3.4, line 8; insert the following sentence after line 8.

"In addition, two radiation hardness assurance options are provided that
modify the class S and class B requirements without reducing them in any
way, so that the hardness assured devices may directly replace the class
S and class B devices."

PAGE 6

Table; under "Requirement" and before "Wafer lot acceptance" add "Radiation
hardness qualification (Group E of method 5005)".

Table; under "Reference paragraph" add "3.4.1.2 and 4.4" for Radiation
hardness qualification.

Table; under "Class S" add "Required for Class H and W" for Radiation
hardness qualification.

Table; under "Class B" add "Required for class R and T" for Radiation
hardness qualification.

Table; under "Requirement" and after "d. Group 0" add "e. Group E (each

lot)."
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PAGE 6 (Cont.)

Table; under "Reference paragraph" add "14.5.6" for Group E.

Table; under "Class S" add "Required for Class H and W"1 for Group E.

Table; under "Class B" add "Required for Class R and T" for Group E.

PAGE 7

3.4.1.1.2; add the following new paragraph:

"3.4.1.1.2 Qualification of radiation hardness assured classes of micro-
circuits. Qualification of a product to any of the radiat-ion hardness
assurance classes shall consist of qualification to the appropriate qual-
ity and reliability assurance level (Class S or Class B)as defined in
the table below, certification per 3.4.1.2.3, and hardness qualification
inspection in accordance with Method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 and the require-
ments of this specification."

3.4.1.1.2; after new paragraph 3.4.1.1.2, insert the following table:

Quality and Four Environment Total Dose Only
Reliability Level Hardness Assurance Hardness Assurance

Class S Class H Class W
Class B Class R Class T

3.4.1.2.3; add the following new paragraph:

"3.4.1.2.3 Radiation hardness class certification. Certification for
the hardness assured classes shall consist of certification to the appro-
priate unhardened class, B or S, and certification for the radiation
hardness peculiar requirements of that class. The certification proce-
dures shall be as defined in 3.4.1.2. Revocation or suspension of the
hardness class certifications shall automatically revoke or suspend all
certifications except when the qualifying activity allows retention of
class 8 or S certification when the difficulties involved are limited to
the radiation hardness assurance certification."

3.4.1.2.4; renumber old paragraph 3.4.1.2.3 to 3.4.1.2.4

3.4.1.2.5; renumber old paragraph 3.4.1.2.4 to 3.4.1.2.5

3.4.1.2.6; renumber old paragraph 3.4.1.2.5 to 3.4.1.2.6
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II

PAGE 20

4.3.2.2; after "Die shear strength test" add the following:

"Neutron exposure
Ionizing dose rate
Total ionizing dose exposure
Electromagnetic pulse exposure"

PAGE 21

4.3.3.3; add the following new paragraph:

"4.3.3.3. Resubmission of failed radiation hardness assured class lots.
Lots which will fail the distribution test may be resubmitted once with
the data from both samples combined. Failure of absolute end points or
deltas of Group E tests, or failure of the extended sample statistics,
requires a failure analysis to identify the cause of the failure. If
this data combined with previous history on the part indicates a random
defect, rather than an out of control process, a second sample may be
taken to satisfy an LTPD of 5 when combined with the original sample. If
it is determined that the defect may be screened out, the qualifying
activity shall determine the applicability of the screen to future pro-
duction and the need or lack of need for additional test samples."

PAGE 22

4.4.2, line 4; after "D" insert "(and E, if applicable)".

4.4.2.1, line 2; after "D" insert "(and E, if applicable)".

4.4.2.1, line 4; delete "C and D" and substitute 'C, D and EM.

4.4.2.1, line 6; after "D" insert "(and E, if applicable)".

4.4.2.1.1, line 3; after "D" insert "(and E, if applicable)".

PAGE 23

4.4.2.1.3, line 11; delete "C and D" and substitute "C, D and E".

4.4.2.1.4; line 2; delete "or D" and substitute "D or E".

4.4.2.1.5, line 3; delete "and " and substitute "D and E".

4.4.2.1.6, add the following:
"f. For Group E radiation hardness tests, the measured end

points, deltas and statistical distribution of
parameters." 2 9
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PAGE 24

4.4.2.5; add the following new paragraph:
"4.4.2.5 Group E testing. Group E testing shall be as specified in
Method 505 of MIL-STD-883."

4.4.2.6; change old paragraph 4.4.2.5 to 4.4.2.6

4.4.2.6, line 4; after "D" insert "(and E, if applicable)".

4.4.2.6.1; change old paragraph 4.4.2.5.1 to 4.4.2.6.1

4.4.2.6.2; change old paragraph 4.4.2.5.2 to 4.4.2.6.2

PAGE 25

4.4.2.6.3; change old paragrph 4.4.2.5.3 to 4.4.2.6.3

4.4.2.6.4; change old paragraph 4.4.2.5.4 to 4.4.2.6.4

4.4.3d(3); after "D" insert "(and E, if applicable)".

PAGE 27

4.5.1, line 2: delete "C and D" and substitute "C, D and E".

PAGE 29

4.5.6; add new paragraph 4.5.6 as follows:

"4.5.6 Group E inspection for classes H, W, R and T. Group E inspection
shall be performed on each inspection lot, in accordance with Method 5005
of MIL-STD-883. A separate sample shall be used for each destructive
test subgroup. Transient ionization upset tests may be identified as
nondestructive at the option of the qualifying agency."

4.5.7; add new paragraph 4.5.7 as follows:

"4.5.7 Group E sample selection. Samples for Group E subgroups shall be
chosen at random from each inspection lot which has completed the screen-
ing requirements of 4.6."

4.5.8; change old paragraph 4.5.6 to 4.5.8.

4.5.8; line 1; delete "C and D" and substitute "C, 0 and E".

4.5.9; change old paragraph 4.5.7 to 4.5.9.

4.5.9; line 1; delete "C or" and substitute "C,".
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I
4.5.9; line 2; delete "D" and substitute "D or E".

4.5.9; line 2; delete "4.3.3.1 or 4.3.3.2" and substitute
"4.3.3.1, 4.3.3.2 or 4.3.3.3".

4.5.9; line 3; delete "resubenission of 4.3.3.1" and substitute

"resubmission,".

4.5.9; line 4; delete "or 4.3.3.2,".

PAGE 41

10.1, line 2; add new sentence as follows:

"Hardness assurance sample sizes and variables data statistical procedures
are defined in the detail specifications."
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APPENDIX C
CHANGES TO MIL-STD-883

This appendix presents the changes required to MIL-STD-883B, Method 5005.5
dated 21 July 1978, to incorporate the requirements for standard hardness
assured parts. To complete the incorporation of hardness assurance require-
ments into MIL-STD-883 will require completion of some hardness assurance
test methods that are being prepared separately from this contract. For pur-
poses of this appendix, these new methods have been assigned arbitrary desig-
nations such as Method XXX and Method XXY.

THE FOLLOWING PEN AND INK CHANGES ARE TO BE MADE:

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 1, PARAGRAPH 1, line 4: After "D" insert "(and E, if
applicable)".

METHOD 5005.5. PAGE 1, PARAGRAPH 1, line 6:
After "B" insert "(and E, if applicable)".

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 1, PARAGRAPH 3.1, line 1:
Delete "S" and substitute "S, H and W".

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 2, PARAGRAPH 3.1.3:
Add new paragraph 3.1.3 as follows:
"3.1.3 Class H and W qualification. These two classes are Class S
devices with Radiation hardness assurance added. Qualification consists
of Class S qualification as defined above and the additional qualifica-
tion tests of Table V. If devices have previously been qualified to one
of the other three hardness assurance classes, the data may be used to
satisfy the requirements of Table V."

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 2, PARAGRAPH 3.1.4:
Change old paragraph 3.1.3 to 3.1.4.

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 2, PARAGRAPH 3.2. line 1:
Delete "S" and substitute "S, H and W".

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 2, PARAGRAPH 3.2, line 8:
Add the following sentence:

"For Class H and W microcircuits the procedures are identical to those for
Class S except that the sampling tests of Table V are added."

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 2, PARAGRAPH 3.3, line 1:
Delete "B and C and substitute "B, C, R and T".

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 2. PARAGRAPH 3.3, line 2:
Delete "microcircuits shall" and substitute "classes B and C shall".
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II
METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 2, PARAGRAPH 3.3, line 4:

Add the following sentence: "Qualification or quality conformance in-
spection for class R and T microcircuits is identical to that for class
B except that the tests of Table V are added."

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 10, PARAGRAPH 3.6, line 2:
Delete "and D" and substitute "D and E".

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 10, PARAGRAPH 3.9c; line 1:
Delete "S" and substitute "S, H and W".

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 10, PARAGRAPH 4e:
Delete "A" and substitute "A and E".

METHOD 5005.5, PAGE 10, PARAGRAPH 4f; line 1:
Delete "C and D" and substitute "C, D and E".

THE FOLLOWING TABLE IS TO BE ADDED AFTER TABLE IV
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APPENDIX D

CHANGES TO MIL-S-19500

This appendix presents the changes required to MIL-S-19500F, dated 15
December 1977, to incorporate the requirements for standard hardness assured
parts.

PAGE 1

1.1, line 4; add the following two sentences:

"Two levels of hardness assurance are also provided for the JANTX, JANTXV
and JANS product assurance levels. These are designated by letters R, T,
H and W following the product assurance identifier."

1.2.1, line 1; delete "JAN, JANTX, JANTXV, and JANS" and substitute "JAN,

JANTX, JANTXR, JANTXT, JANTXV, JANTXVR, JANTXVT, JANS, JANSH and JANSW".

PAGE 2

2.1; after "MIL-STD-750" add "MIL-STD-883 - Test Methods and Procedures for
Microelectronics".

3.1, line 6; delete "JAN, JANTX, JANTXV, or JANS: and substitute "JAN, JANTX,
JANTXR, JANTXT, JANTXV, JANTXVR, JANTXT, JANS, JANSH or JANSW".

3.1, line 7; add the following sentence: "Unless otherwise specified, all
JANS requirements apply to JANSH and JANSW devices, all JANTXV requirements
apply to JANTXVR and JANTXVT devices and all JANTX requirements apply to
JANTXR and JANTXT device."

PAGE 3

3.3.1.a.3; delete "JAN, JANTX, JANTXV, JANS" and substitute "JAN, JANTX,
JANTXR, JANTXT, JANTXV, JANTXVR, JANTXVT, JANS, JANSH, JANSW".
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PAGE 4

Table I, delete and substitute new Table I as follows:

TABLE I PRODUCT ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

JANSH TXVR TXR
Requirement Reference JANS JANSW TXV TXVT TX TXT JAN

Qualification 4.5

a. Product assurance 3.4.2 and X X X X X X X
program and survey appendix D

b. Manufacturer certifi- 3.4.2.2 and X X X X
cation appendix D

c. Inspection and testing 4.5, 4.6 X X X X X X X

Inspection lot 4.3.1.1 and X X X X X X X
4.3.1.2

Traceability 4.3.1.2 X X X X X X X

Inspection during 4.8 X X
manufacture

Screening 4.6 and X X X X X X
Table II

Quality conformance inspection

a. Group A (each lot) 4.7.4 and X X X X X X X
Table III

b. Group B (each lot) 4.7.5
(Table IVa) X X
(Table IVb) X X X X X

c. Group C (every 4.7.6 and X X X X X X X
six months) Table V

d. Group D (each lot) 4.7.7 and X X X
Table VI

3.4.2.2, line 1; delete "for JANS" and subtitute "for JARS, JANSH, and
JANSW" .

3.4.2.2, line 1; delete "of JANS" and substitute "of JAMS, JANSH and JANSW".
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PAGE 8

3.7.6.1, line 3; delete "JAN, JANTX, JANTXV, or JANS" and substitute "JAN,
JANTX, JANTXR, JANTXT, JANTXV, JANTXVR, JANTXVT, JANS, JANSH, or JANSW".

3.7.6.1, line 4; delete "J, JX, JV or JS" and substitute "J, JX, JXR, JXT,
JV, JVR, JVT, JS, JSH or JSW".

PAGE 10

3.9.1, line 3; after "C" insert "(and D, if applicable)".

3.9.2, line 6; after "C" insert "(and D, if applicable)".

PAGE 11

4.1.3; add new item g as follows: "g. Surveillance of radiation tests
required by Table VI."

4.1.3; reletter old item g to item h.

PAGE 12

4.3.3.1; under "Method number" after "2031" add "1017.1 of MIL-STD-883'.

4.3.3.1; under "Test" add "Neutron irradiation" for 1017.1.

4.3.1.1; under "Method number" after "1017.1" add "1019 of MIL-STD-883".

4.3.3.1; under "Test" add "Steady state total dose irradiation" for 1019.

PAGE 14

4.3.4.3; add the following new paragraph:

"4.3.4.3 Resubmitted lots of JANSH, JANSW JANTXVR, JANTXVT. JANTXR, AND
JANTXT. Lots failing Group D tests may be resubmitted under the follow-
ing conditions:

1. If the lot failed to meet the variables statistical test but did not
fail any absolute parameter limits.

2. If failure analysis Indicates the defect can be effectively removed
by rescreening the entire lot.

3. If failure analysis indicates the defect was of a random nature and
does not indicate poor design or processing practice.
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Under condition 1. a new lot sample may be tested for the failed subgroup
only and data combined with the initial test data. Under condition 2.,
with approval of the qualifying agency, the failed subgroup may be re-
peated with a double sample. Under condition 3., the LTPD shall be
tightened to 5%, combining the old sample with the new sample for the
failed subgroup."

4.4, line 2; delete "with MIL-STD-750" and "of MIL-STD-750" and substitute
"with MIL-STD-750 and MIL-STD-883" and "of MIL-STD-750 and MIL-STD-883" re-
spectively.

4.4.1, line 2; after "MIL-STD-750" add "and MIL-STD-883".

4.5.1, line 7; delete "and C" and substitute "C and D".

4.5.2, line 2; delete "and C" and substitute "C and O".

4.5.2, line 3, delete "B and C" and substitute "B, C and D".

4.5.2; add item d as follows:

"d. A sample from a sublot of each device type shall be tested for each
group D subgroup."

4.5.3, line 3; delete "and C" and substitute "C and D".

4.5.4, line 2; delete "B and C" and substitute "B, C and D".

PAGE 16

4.5.8, line 5; delete "and C" and substitute "C and D".

4.5.8.2.b.3; delete "and C" and substitute "C and D".

PAGE 19

Figure 1, 4th block; add "Group 0, if applicable".

Figure 1, 5th block; after "C" add (and D, if applicable)".

Figure 1, 9th block; add "Group 0, if applicable".

Figure 1, 10th block; after "C" add "(and D, if applicable)".

PAGE 20

Figure 2, 9th block; after "Group A" add "and 0".

Figure 2, 10th block; after "Group A" add "and DiO.
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PAGE 21

Figure 3, 6th block; after "Group C" add "Group D".

Figure 3, 7th block; delete "and C" and substitute "C and D".

PAGE 29

After Table V, add new Table VI as follows:

See next sheet.

PAGE 31

4.7.7; add new paragrah 4.7.7 as follows:

"4.7.7 Group D inspection. Group D inspection shall be performed in
accordance with Table VI and the requirements of the detail specifica-
tion. These tests are performed on each sublot of JANTXR, JANTXT,
JANTXVR, JANTXVT, JANSH and JANSW devices. The failure of any lot to
satisfy the hardness assurance requirements shall not be construed as
failure to meet a lower level of hardness assurance or failure to meet
the non-hardness related requirements of JANTX, JANTXV, and JANS."

4.7.8, renumber old paragraph 4.7.7 to 4.7.8.

4.7.8, line 1; delete "B and C" and substitute "B, C and D".

4.7.8, line 7; delete "B and C" and substitute "B, C and D".

4.7.9; renumber old paragraph 4.7.8 to 4.7.9.

PAGE 59

10.1, line 2; add new sentence as follows: "Hardness assurance sample sizes
and variables data statistical procedures are defined in the detail
specifications."

30.1, line 2; delete "method" and substitute "method, except for Group D
tests where the detail specification define the method."

PAGE 60

30.2.1.1; add new paragraph 30.2.1.1 as follows:

1"30.2.1.1 Hardness assurance sample size. The Group D hardness assur-
ance sample size is defined in the specification. The sample size
required is less than that required by LTPD sample. However, the LTPD
may be used if the initial test is failed."
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